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Ignoring or not accepting our connection, solutions
and continuing success is a mistake.
It shows you are on the wrong side of the Peelian Blue Line!

Policing is Vastly Different in This Unsocial World, Needing Immediate Change.

Daily, just not now and again the failure of
society makes the headlines. Violence
against the police has never been so high,
deadly, and nor has violence against each
other.
Policing is reactive, making it so far behind
the ‘eight ball,’ it is pathetic! Training for
2019 from the academies is not helping the
situation by being out of date and not using
today’s technologies such as the Smartphone.
Societal change is front and center with drug selling, opioid usage, domestic
violence, rape, millennials attitudes, aggressive gang culture and all forms of
terrorism. What are some of the law enforcement hierarchy doing? The same old
same old with leadership that is sadly either politically motivated or fearful of being
fired by the council or commission which appointed them.
Predictive analytics, which we believe in wholeheartedly, is useless if you don’t have
the whole base information/data from street-level officers. Robotic checkboxes tell
us nothing of actual value. They are designed like those surveys that do not give
you the option to say what you mean or the real dynamic visual or audio facts of
the situation.
Real-time communications in an upfront manner are critical, just like the most
proactive division of law enforcement, the Drug Task Forces who have worked
tirelessly to stem the drug trade using antiquated methods of photocopying drug
buy funds and inserting them within the drug trade.
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Now, the patented and proprietary LENSS Currency Application changes all of
that with a global cloud CJIS secure databases and software which saves time
keeping officers on the streets. Administratively follows the currency alerting the
lead officers and importantly, is a force multiplier as all patrol officers can check
money on individuals, they have reasonable cause to stop or when they are booked
into jail.
So does the key to all of this, LENSS (Law
Enforcement Networking Sharing
Solution.) This global direct, real-time
data/information two-way communications in
sharing what all officers know, is revolutionary,
not just as a ‘buzz word,’ but in reality. Five
years of perfecting the crime tool that should
have been in use decades ago and is now at all
your officer’s fingertips. Already solving the
crime, protecting the officer’s lives and
changing the face of the drug cartel by reducing
their cash flow.
Cash is the only means for the cartels to move and launder their ill-gotten gains.
The uniqueness of LENSS assists not only in the tracking currency, it an absolute
assistant within Ransomware, Bitcoin and, Crypto-currency, allowing the sharing of
actions in real-time for expediated resolvement.
It is still a conversational world, although with today’s technology we must use our
‘fingers and thumbs’ as well.
Shared information/data is vital today, and LENSS is the 10th Peelian Principle!
It is Pure LENSS Logic!

Make an appointment; we will converse and, demonstrate the solution.

Police Best Practice is the Here, Needed & Demanded Change…

WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
For more information call: USA: (515) 200-7068 or the UK: 0207 1019247

Email: pbp@policebestpractice.com
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